Statement Of Purpose

Introduction:
I am Student Name, currently residing in India. I am a straightforward, softspoken individual. I have completed my Matriculam in March 1998 and
scored 75%. My HSc was completed in 2000 in which I scored 57.2%. After
that I pursued Bachelor of commerce from Kurukshetra University in April
2003 with 1st division and Master of Business Economics in 2005 also with
1stdivision. I also have considerable work Experience in the field of
teaching. I have worked at Swami Vivekanand Public school as H.O.D of
Computer Department for 2 years. I also have worked at Ambe Vidhyalaya
as Academic Head for 6 years. Later I discovered that to have an indebt
knowledge of teaching field, I can pursue Bachelors of Education from
IGNOU along with my ongoing Jobs . Hence, being interested in teaching I
did Bachelors of education (B.Ed.) from IGNOU University in 2020 and I
scored 77%. And Presently, I am working at Ambe Public school as Section
In charge from 1st April 2015 till date. I have developed my teaching skills
throughout my working experience and my additional B. Ed degree. It has
also developed my personality to great extent.
Why I want to pursue MA Education (Leadership and Management)
course?
I want to Pursue MA Education (Leadership and Management) because
being interested in teaching this programme will assist me in expanding my
knowledge of teaching and learning .I will be able to examine essential
concepts in educational leadership and management theory in light of the
ever-changing political climate and increased accountability. Besides my

academic and practical experience will be used throughout the course. In
the subject of educational leadership and management, my professional
knowledge and expertise will increase. The University will also assist me in
improving and developing my professional organisation through the
programme of seminars, lectures, and school work, the School of Education
serves as a focal point for lively and informed discussion on education.
Why Uk ?
UK is one of the largest destinations for international students and UK has
world’s top ranked universities. Uk has wide scope of universities
providing varieties of course to the students in limited timeframe. The
norm of education is high as compare to India which further turns into an
extension of landing position in notable organizations back home. UK is the
most preferred nation for further studies and employment opportunities.
Hence after an optimum research, I felt United Kingdom as the most ideal
alternative for my advanced education and accurate as far as span
obviously, climatic appropriateness and furthermore conservative as
compared to different nations. Indeed, even wrongdoing and political
turmoil is uncommon in United Kingdom.
Why Masters from University of Reading?
The University of Reading was ranked in the top quartile of Education
departments in the UK in the current Research Excellence Framework
(2014), which is a mechanism for assessing the quality of research in UK
higher education institutions. Tutors of this University are internationally
or nationally recognised specialists whose work has a direct impact on
school curriculum and learning methodologies in the United Kingdom and

worldwide. Their research directly informs the focus and content of your
course as experts in their field. The research articles of this University were
recognised as world-leading or internationally good in over 80% of cases
and their study had a world-leading impact on educational policy and
practise in first and second language education. They have designed and
built custom-made rooms for the teaching of certain courses such as
modern labs, well equipped studios, learning hub, research centre as well.
Besides the university invites applications across the world and hence the
students get benefit of cross cultural. The courses of Reading University are
internationally accredited as well which will boost the C.V as well. The
University faculties are supportive to the students which increase the
comfort of international students to learn from international University.
The study methods like seminars, case study, webinars and group
discussions are encouraged at great extent in this University which enables
the students to develop interest in their studies.
Conclusion:
Hence, after returning back to my native country I want to become a
“Principal” or “Vice Principal” on the basis of Master with international
degree in education. This advance education professional degree will be an
initial step towards finding a new role as Principal or Vice Principal or any
other leadership role in school.
Thus, I look forward for my acceptance in your University. I will try best of
my efforts to justify my selection in this University.
Regards,
Student Name

